I am very happy and exited with this competition. I read stories of tiger, cobra, panther, elephant etc. but I liked to write about an elephant. A Day in the life of Aadi the Elephant Hey!!! Just look at me. I am a four-legged animal with the height of twice a man. My name is Aaditya. It is Monday morning and when I entered the school the gate broke. 
Then I started to walk and the teachers got shocked and they asked each other,”Who is this elephant and how did ‘it’ came into our school? We should get away from this elephant.” I heard all that and said, “Good Morning Ma’am, I am Aaditya. Heaeaea!” “Huh? We don’t believe that you are Aaditya.” “I AM Aaditya. Please trust me Ma’ams! My mother promised that I am Aaditya.” “But how come you became an elephant?” “I don’t have any idea. But here I am, my GR No is 19!” “Okay, okay! Come on in!” When I started to walk up the stairs, they creaked under my weight and cracked. 
Then I entered the class. My friends were also shocked to see an elephant – they didn’t realize it was me, Aaditya. “Hello friends, something is special today.” But my classmates said, “Who are you and nothing is special today.” I said, “Today is elephant day!” “Oh yes,” said Dvij. I continued, “So may I share my special story in the assembly? Please, and can you listen me?” “Alright yes, why not.” Clearing my trumpet, I continued, “Elephants, that is me and my family, are the largest terrestrial animals. We weigh about 100-200 kg. The male African elephants weigh about 7000 kg!!!! Our incisors grow into tusks, see?” I showed them my tusks. “We have two big tusks – which are very precious and expensive. Sadly some people kill us for it! Anyway, we grow to a height of 13 feet. Our trunk is very strong, see…,” I lifted a school bus for special effects! “Our trunk can also pull down trees in no time at all. Hmmm, I don’t think I will show you that! We have very thick skin, which gives us plenty of protection. 
Our skin is 1 inch thick. And did you know? The size of an elephant’s eyes is same as that of human’s. Our teachers always keep saying, ‘seeing is believing’ and that students learn better when they experience things in real life. So here I am giving you all, the best lesson this term!” There were loud cheers and clapping. We went back to class and I sat a row of 3 benches. I completed all my work and did it so fast! My trunk held the pencil, flipped pages in my books, wrote at lightning speed and that too is superb cursive hand – because my trunk has no bones! It is flexible and can twist and turn in any direction. We had our break – everyone shared their food, but I was still hungry! I even did a leg stand and trumpeted loudly at the end of each period! Everyone was happy, congratulating me and slapping me on my back. “Awesome Aadi!” The slapping and noise drifted me into a mood where the voices seemed to fade away – all except the slapping! Mum was patting me on my cheeks, my back, my legs…her voice coming closer into my head into the final, “Get up! You are getting late for school!” It was then that I realized that I had lived a day in the life of an elephant, all in my dreams!

